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Connecting the Myth with the Truth In Book 3 of the series, True Bigfoot Horror: The Apex Predator

- Monster in the Woods, we will make a case for Bigfootâ€™s existence as well as his

disappearance. We will look at Bigfoot folklore around the globe, dig into the history of the cryptid

megafauna, review some very intriguing evidence of Bigfoot and accounts, and hypothesize why

Bigfoot went into hiding. Ten years ago I went on a hunting trip in northern Washington State with

my cousin Jason. I am far from an outdoors-man but I still jumped on the opportunity for a long

weekend getaway with my crazy cousin. Had I know what I know today I am not sure if I would have

gone, but what is certain is that my life forever changed that weekend. After getting separated from

my cousin the first evening I found myself lost in the vast wilderness, scared, and alone â€“ at least I

thought I was alone. Unbeknownst to me I was being hunted in the woods by a Bigfoot. I am not

sure how long he was stalking me but I know I was lucky to get away with my life. For years after

that weekend I was a different man. I was constantly in fear and scared to go anywhere outside of

my home city in Austin, Texas. To help cope with the psychological trauma I found myself immersed

in research studying Bigfoot, the Yeti, Sasquatch, and all other variations of the creature commonly

referred to as Bigfoot. My research became an obsession as I tried to come to terms with what had

really happened to me. Within the pages of this book you will find my story and similar stories of

several others. I found myself fascinated with cryptozoology. Of all the true Bigfoot encounters I

came across I related most to the more terrifying Bigfoot stories. This book is a collection of those

Bigfoot stories. It is the first book in a series: Bigfoot, Sasquatch, Paranormal. I am writing this

series for those who are dealing with the aftermath of a Bigfoot encounter and need validation that

they are not crazy, or perhaps they simply want someone to relate to. I am also writing this book as

a therapeutic outlet as well as a way to reach people regarding the realities of Bigfoot. Bigfoot is

real, I know that beyond a shadow of a doubt, and I am far from crazy!
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Already read David Paulides books. Having read the books by David Paulides 411 books, this

doesn't come close.These books are very derivative from David Paulides and that is a shame.It

lacks any originality because it comes from other sources directly, and then re-written.David

Paulides has been out in the field, researching for months. I don't think this applies to this bigfoot

series of books in any way. They read like fiction.The phenomenon of Bigfoot behind behind the

disappearance of people who are hiking or camping is a scary one- but i have already read the

books by these other authors so i don't know why anyone would pay for a book that has rehashed

stories from other storiesVery disappointed to now buy a book and read someone else's stories in

these Jerome Kelly books. Who is Jerome Kelly? there appears to be no information about who he

is or how he can be contacted by readers.

I have fallen in love with the True Bigfoot Horror series as cryptozoology has always been a passion

of mine and no one does it better or with more honestly valid testimonials than Jeremy Kelly. Don't

hesitate to read his books. I'd tell you if it was a waste of your time, I hate to have my precious

reading time wasted on fairytales and legends. This is a very good source for real research about

Bigfoot.

I read the first 2 books of Bigfoot. In the 3rd book, I appreciate the different edition and angle that

the author brought in this. It concentrates on the history and on how the "big animal" was perceived

and called in different parts of the world. I couldn't believe that there are already lots of witnesses

and scientific studies of this mysterious animal. It is amazing how the studies were presented and I

was quite entertained. I am looking forward for the book 4.

The author has eloquently written this book on big foot ,horror book that the author has brilliantly

cover his way of living and how he is much more reason of horror.The author has well defined the

plot of his life and deeply or eventually happening events. The author has described this true story

with proper prose and consent which inspired me alot.I found this book quite dynamic from rest of



the books. Recommended to all!

I really don't believe in Big Foot before because there is evidence of existence or any clear images.

The author presented this very well, he made it persuasive as well as informative. Connecting

pieces of information from myths and reality made it cogent and convincing. Perhaps there is really

hominid-like creature that exist based on the information here.

Bigfoot is something I never believed in no matter what, except as a part of folklore and mythology. I

bought this book to check if anything new has been said about bigfoot or is it another humbug.I

have to say that I was totally astounded by the presentation of this book on the facts and scientific

details it presents its readers with. What I lied is that the author educates its readers first of the

history of bigfoot primate and then goes on to give detailed explanation of the expeditions

undertaken by scientists and researchers. Not only every point is explained with evidence, the

aiuthor even goes further to suggest that the possibility of a big foot is much more than the

prevailing interest among the scientific fraternity -- which is negligible -- to 21% in North

America.Thus, I would recommend this book to anyone who is interested in knowing more about the

existence of a large bi-pedal primate which has still not made contact with humans, but whose

stories continue' to intrigue and haunt communities and tribes around the world.

I love Horror stories, this is A lovely and inspiring book by a great author. putting real life into book

for easy understanding, it tells more about big foot monsters and and the way the live in the woods.I

recommend this book to those people who want to know more about life behind the woods.
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